All the Colours of the Noise 2020/1.000

All the Colours of the Noise (AC) is occupied with the generation and processing of noise (or any other signal). The
left hand side is aligned with low frequencies, the right hand side with higher frequencies and the two sides mirror
each other in terms of capabilities and controls. The upper part of each side is more concerned with the clocking of
the filter and the lower with the audio input. They are also vaguely mirrored.
It may sound complex, but just experiment with patching and control, aware that inputs are marked with a circle.
Each side presents a noise source, a shift register with 64 different modes, a filter which is controlled by a clock, a
clock or oscillator for this control (with 2 major modes) and two comparators (one for the clock, one for the audio
input to the filter). The comparators operate as bit sieves - their output is a square wave, a one (around 5v) or zero
(none).
The left hand and right hand filters (low pass or band pass, respectively) share the same audio input, which is the
difference between the audio input of the left and right sides.
The shift register has two inputs (the upper one of which can be used depending on mode as a clock source for the
register), and two outputs (the lower one is generally slower/divided down).
The mode knob controls the mode of the shift register and also selects the major mode of the filter clock. The first
clock mode (knob before midway) makes the clock totally dependent on the speed knob/CV. The second clock
mode (knob after midway) makes the clock vary with the output of the shift register. The speed of the shift register is
set by speed knob/CV for the first 16 modes of each major mode. In the second set of 16 modes (knob after midway
and to ¾) the speed is set by the input clock of the shift register.
The modes of the shift register are inspired by different classic shift register implementations (Turing Machine, for
example) and also in the last set of 16 modes (after ¾ knob) reflect different ways of generating the filter clock. In
some modes (such as mode 0, the first) one Shift register side will control, clock or otherwise influence the other
one. In the last 7 modes an audio signal needs to be patched into the respective speed CV jack to enable shift
register processing of audio (or fast CV) signals.
There is a normed signal path for all features which can be patched into at all points. Inputs are marked on the left
panel (right mirrors left) with a circle. For the normed path on each side, the filter is controlled by the default clock
source, after it has been fed by the comparator. Each comparator has two inputs (the compared signal and the
comparison), one output and one knob. This knob and comparison can be used to gate the signal. If by default there
is no filter signal output, try turning this comparator knob clockwise to let the clock through!
The output of the filter clock comparator (upper part) is normed to the filter clock input. The noise signal is normed to
both the shift register input and the (lower) audio comparator which is set up as above. The output of the audio
comparator is normed to both the differential filter input and the shift register clock input.
Without any patching, the two left and right comparators thus feed the filter input, and the filter is controlled by the
default clock which is fed into the clock comparator. Of course, another signal can control the filter but it needs to be
of a much higher frequency than the filter frequency.
AC is designed to be seriously self-patchable as a more or less complete noise voice. Of course it accepts all kinds
of control and input signals. Audio inputs to the filters can be either patched directly into the filter inputs or into the
corresponding lower sets of comparators. Control signals are good for the comparators, speed CV and shift register
inputs.

Tips and tricks

-

-

If by default there is no filter signal out, try turning the relevant comparator knob clockwise to let the
clock through!
Input into the filter clock or filter clock comparator must be higher frequency than audio. Use the other side of
the comparator to gate/interfere with this signal.
Patch across from the shift registers on one side to the inputs and controls on the other side for different
modes and speeds.
Exploit multiple feedback possibilities in any and all directions.
Be careful when using the clock output in any patch as this might affect the filter.
If the shift register gives no pulse outs, try patching a signal into the speed/CV (you are in input processing
mode 58+) or try adjusting speed for either shift register side.
Even if you don’t use the comparators from one side, these become a good way to multiply or bend various
signals. You can always patch directly into the filter inputs.
If you just want to have one audio input into the filter, place one end of an unused patch cable into the direct
filter input for the ignored side. This is also a good strategy if you want to manipulate a signal from the
comparators without having it enter the filter.
Use the clock source from one side (eg. low side) to feed into the shift register clock on the other side.
Shuffle the manual cards and pick one at random. Interpret both sides of the card for new patching
possibilities.
Print one of the panel layouts. Blindly pour ink over one half of the page. Fold and imprint one half on the
other. Patch the ink lines.

Details

Red (-12v) closest to the bottom of the module on the back.

20HP, 150mA at +12V, 30mA at -12V, 0mA at 5v. Multiple CV inputs and audio outputs.

The modes:

There are 64 shift register modes (2x32) and 2 major filter modes. Each of the 32 shift register modes corresponding
to a major mode is further subdivided as to whether its speed is set by speed knob/CV or by an incoming clock
(normed from the noise comparator output). So there are 4 major divisions of the mode knob.
1: Special mode where the opposing shift register controls our speed.
2-16: Speed/CV controls speed of shift register and controls filter clock/frequency.
17-32: Pulse input controls speed of shift register and Speed/CV controls filter clock/frequency. Speed/CV also
controls some aspects of the shift register such as length.
33-48: Speed/CV controls speed of shift register and shift register controls filter clock/frequency with interpolation
(some xceptions).
49-56: Pulse input controls speed of shift register and shift register controls filter clock/frequency with equal
weighting. Speed/CV also controls some aspects of the shift register such as length.
57-63: Pulse input controls speed of shift register and shift register controls filter clock/frequency with equal
weighting. In these modes the Speed/CV is input into the shift register.
64: Special mode which multiplies shift register pulse/clock input with Speed/CV for filter clock/frequency.

The cards:
On the manual cards (below and included with each module) GOLD (solar) indicates norming (with lines showing the
connections. SILVER (lunar) indicates a relationship - for example if a knob and CV element are combined, or if one
affects another.
Inputs are circled. Symbols are as follows:
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Credits: With many thanks to Ioana Vreme Moser for design assistance.

Simple panel layouts to record patches:

